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It is evident that we have to perform further deeper understanding and precise controlling of 
interfaces and defects in materials In order to perform successful materials exploration. However, 
intentional controlling of defects and interface structures are still very difficult for us, and we have 
deep and wide gaps between theory and existing practical materials and on-going technology.

In these contexts, what we should do is performing deep and enthusiastic investigations with 
pure curiosity without too much consideration for its practical economic values. Believing that 
this might be a strategy to find some game-changing crazy ideas, research and developments 
aiming to find new technologies are on going. 
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 Revealing electronic structures via calculation and 
measurements

 Prediction and understanding of reaction path
 Exploration of new routs for materials production 

via experimental investigations

 Finding new material possessing useful electronic 
and optical properties and new reaction path to 
enable low cost production of them for utilization 
of some game-changing materials, such as ones 
overcoming trade off between toughness and 
hardness.

Investigations to reveal 
structure-composition-property 
relationship and exploration of 
new reaction paths based on 
understanding of materials in 
electronic structure level.

Analyses of reaction path
in atomic scale DFT
simulations
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Advanced separation technology is strongly required in unconventional oil and gas
fields, for enhanced recovery, reduction in production cost, and environmental
preservation. In order to design innovative separation processes, we have developed
heat- and oil-resistant nanofiltration membranes made of porous carbon.

We have developed ultrathin carbon membranes with sub-nanometer pores that
enabled effective separation of organic dyes and multivalent ions in water. Our current
goals are to produce practical-level membrane modules and apply them to the reuse
of polluted water in natural resource development.
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Application of Nanofiltration Membranes

 Organic-solvent-resistant (OSR) nanofiltration
membranes for the purification of oil-containing
produced water.

 Fabrication of membrane modules and evalu-
ation of their performance.

 Preparation of large-area, OSR polymer support
by continuous casting method and the quality
improvement.

 Continuous deposition process of porous
carbon membranes in roll-to-roll fashion.
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Ultrathin porous carbon membrane prepared by a
plasma CVD method quickly separates multivalent ions
and organic molecules dissolved in water.

Large-Area, High-Performance Nanofiltration Membranes

Porous carbon membrane completely
removes dibenzothiophene in hexane.
The filtration rate reaches 100 L/m2h (-
80 kPa). The membrane separates 99%
of azobenzene in ethanol. The tolerance
to toluene needs to be improved.

Polymer ultrafiltration membrane is prepared on
a 50-cm wide, 200-m length nonwoven base
using a continuous casting machine, and then
porous carbon membrane is deposited by CVD.
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